Abstract.
In this paper we construct for every n £ N a space X" such that for every hereditarily Lindelöf space Y, YxX{¡ is Lindelöf and X%+x is not. Moreover, we also obtain, using the same technique, a space Xw such that for every n £ N and every hereditarily Lindelöf space Y, Y x X£ is Lindelöf but X™ is not.
Let us recall that another example of Xw was presented in [A2, A3] . The present construction is much simpler than the previous one.
For related results and constructions see [A5, T, A6, A4] . Our topological terminology follows [E] . In particular, if AF is a subspace of a topological space X then the symbol XM stands for the set X with a new topology generated by AF = {U c X: U is open in X} U {{x}: x £ X\M}. In the sequel Q and N stand for the set of all rational and natural numbers respectively. Let us denote by 38 a countable base for Q consisting of open intervals. If x £ Q then put 33x -{B £ 33 : x £ B}. The symbols co and cox denote the first infinite ordinal number and the first uncountable ordinal number, respectively.
The projection of Q0*' onto QT where T c cjx will be denoted by Pt -If a is an ordinal number then we shall identify a with the set of its predecessors. If a < ß , and x £ Qß then let us denote Pa(x) by x\a .
Example. For all n £ N there is X" such that for every hereditarily Lindelöf space Y, Y x {X")n is Lindelöf but {Xn)n+i is not. Moreover, there is also Xw such that for all n £ N, Y x {X^)" is Lindelöf but {Xw)w is not.
We now consider the proof of the example. There exists a family {Aa : 1 < a < a>x} such that
( 1 ) Aa is a countable set consisting of strictly increasing sequences of rational numbers of length a for 1 < a < a>x , -1a s (2) if a < ß < ojx then Pa{Aß) = Aa (3) if a = (a(A))^<a G Aa then a is a continuous function from a into ß and sup{a(A): k < a} is a rational number (see [J, p. 91] , the construction of the Aronszajn tree).
Let us attach to a £ Aa , for 1 < a < cox , xa £ QWl such that r/n = /a(/?) ifß<oc,
Put Za = {x £ QW] : there is a a £ Aa such that x = xa}. If x £ \J{Za : 1 < a < cox} then a{x) is such an ordinal number that x G Zq(x) . Let {S¡: i <n + l} be a cover of cox consisting of pairwise disjoint stationary sets and put K¡ = \J{Sj : j ^ z'} for all i < n + 1. If S is a subset of cox then put X{S) = (J{Za : a £ S}. The desired space Xn is defined by X" = (¡)i<n+liX{a)X)X(K¡)) where X{oex) and X{K¡) are subspaces of Qw< .
In case of Xw we have to consider infinite partition {Sn: zz G A/} of cox consisting of stationary sets and put oo Xco = (${X{cox))X(Ki), where Kt = |J{^ : J Ï i}.
i=i
■ the coordinates of x are equal} is a discrete closed and uncountable subset of (Xn)n+X, we infer that {Xn)n+l is not Lindelöf.
In order to prove that Y x {Xn)n is Lindelöf for every hereditarily Lindelöf space Y we shall need Let C be a subset of all countable ordinal numbers satisfying the following conditions:
(a) If a £ C then there is a sequence (an)n<Lx in S converging to a ; we do not require that a £ S.
(b) If a £ C then for all {ß{, ... , ßn) G (S n a)n , x = {xx, ... , x") £ Ulx Zßi and Ulx B, G {33)" where (x,(/?,)),L, 6 ÍI"=1 B , k(x, n"=1 Bt) < a .
In order to continue the proof of Lemma 1 we need Claim 1. C is closed and unbounded in a>x .
Proof. Observe that C is closed. Hence the proof will be finished if we show that C is unbounded. ;=i /=i J Observe that ^ is a countable family that refines ^. In order to finish the proof of Lemma 1 it is enough to show that Claim 2. \J3f = Y x (X(S))n .
Proof. Let (y, x) be an arbitrary point of Y x (X(S))" . We shall consider two cases:
Case I. x£{\J{ZY:y£Sn{a+l)})n. Put Ti = F,t i U F, 2 , where T¡t\ -F, na(x;) and F,2 = 7i\7<,i for all i < n . Since the coordinates of x, for y > a(x,) are the same, we can assume, without loss of generality, that T¡ 12 is not empty and that there is F, G 33 such that By = Bj for all y £ Ti<2 and i < n. The sequence (x,(y))y<Q(X/) converges to x,(a(x,)) so there is supF,x < y¡ < a{x¡) such that y¡ g Síla and x¡{y¡) G F, for ail i < n . If A, = sup Ti2 , x, = xa,, and A = sup{A, : i -l ,2, ... , n} then (y, x) G 7/ x FJ"=i F(xa/|y., B¡, A).
Since elements of X{S) are increasing sequences and B¡ are intervals for all / < n , we infer that
From the last fact it follows that (5) y g .4 í{xatlyi,... ,xan\yn), JÍf,J .
Observe that since y, < a for all i < n , we have (6) {xaihl , ... , xa"lyJ £ (\J{Zy:y£Sna}Y .
From (5) it follows that there is yk&A ¡(xa¡ly¡,... ,xa"|,j,n^j such that n (1) {y, (xai\yi ,-■■ , xan\Y")) e Hyk x Y[F(xa.\yi, Bi,k(yk)). i=\
Since Xj\y¡ -xa¡\y¡]yi and for all y, < y < ojx , x,(y) G B¡ and z < n, we infer by (7) that (y, x) G //^ x Y ["=l F(xa¡\y¡, B¡, k(yk) ). This completes the proof of Case 1.
Proof of Case 2. Let use assume that x = (xx, ... , xn) is an arbitrary point of (X(S))n such that x, = xa¡. Then let z = (zx, ... , z") be such that ifx/G U{Zy: yeSn(a+ 1)}, otherwise. , = { *' Then from Case 1 it follows that there is D = Dx x D2 G 3¡ containing (y, z) where Dx c Y, D2 = Ul=x ¡h.i, and D2J c X{S) for all i<n. Since a £ C, we infer that (8) PflPa{D2,i) = D2j forallz<zz.
Since z,\a = x, for all i < n , we conclude, applying (8), that (y, x) G D . This completes the proof of Lemma 1. Now we are in a position to prove Lemma 2. If S is a stationary subset of oex then for every hereditarily Lindelöf space Y the product Y x {X{cox)X(S))" is Lindelöf.
Proof. Suppose that Y is a hereditarily Lindelöf space. We shall prove Lemma 3 by induction with respect to « . In order to simplify the induction we shall assume that {X{cox)X(s))° is a one point set. If n = 0 then there is nothing to prove. Let us suppose that Y x {X{cox)X(s))n is Lindelöf and that ^ is an open cover of Y x {X{cox)X(S))"+{ consisting of the sets of the form H x n"=i1^'(ri-,67;^7)n(X(w1))"+1 where By £ 33 for all y £ F, and T, isa finite subset of eii for i < n + 1. Then by Lemma 1 there is a countable subfamily 1¿' of y such that Y x {X{S))n+l c \JW. Since W is countable, there is a < cox such that if U = Ux x n"=i U2,i e W, where Ux c Y and U2,¡ C A"(cui) for all z < zz + 1, then F-'Fa(L/2,;) = L2>,.
Observe that from (9) The space E¡ is a countable union of subsets that are Lindelöf by the inductive assumption. We conclude that % has a countable subcover. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
To finish the proof of the fact that Y x {Xff is Lindelöf for every hereditarily Lindelöf space Y is it sufficient to note that {X")n is a finite sum of elements each of which is a continuous image of a space of the form (X{oex)X(S))" > where S is a stationary subset of oex and to apply Lemma 2. Remark 1. R. Pol pointed out to me that one can also apply similar technique to the topology defined by G. Kurepa on a Aronszajn tree (see [T] ) in order to obtain another example of the kind described in this paper.
Remark 2. Using the pressing-down Lemma one can show that the product {Xn)n+X is not normal for all n £ N .
